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We demonstrate an information transfer mechanism between two dissimilar remote InAs/GaAs quantum dots
weakly coupled to a common photonic crystal microcavity. Bichromatic excitation in the s state of one of the
dots leads to the formation of dressed states due to the coherent coupling to the laser field, in resonance with
the quantum dot. Information on the resulting dressed structure is read out through the photoluminescence
spectrum of the other quantum dot, as well as the cavity mode. The effect is also observed upon exchange of the
excitation and detection quantum dots. This quantum dot intertalk is interpreted in terms of a cavity-mediated
coupling involving acoustic phonons. A master equation for a three-level system coherently pumped by the two
lasers quantitatively describes the behavior of our system. Our result presents an important step towards scalable
solid-state quantum networking based on coupled multi-quantum-dot-cavity systems, without the need to use
identical quantum emitters.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.88.075309 PACS number(s): 78.15.+e, 42.50.−p
I. INTRODUCTION
The control of the light-matter interaction at the nanometer
scale and its use for the development of novel schemes for
processing quantum information have been among the most
active research areas in recent years. Strong light-matter
interaction is often achieved in two-level systems in the
realm of cavity quantum electrodynamics (QED).1 Cavity
QED experiments in semiconductor quantum dots (QDs)2
gave rise to a number of applications, particularly in quantum
information processing and quantum networking,3,4 as well
as for single-photon emitters.5–7 This is partly due to the
simultaneous confinement of excitons and photons2,8–11 in
these systems. If the two-level system is coherently driven
by strong resonant excitation, mixed exciton-photon states
(dressed states) are formed, which are at the origin of the well-
known Mollow triplet12 observed in the optical emission of
atoms13 and QDs under resonant excitation.14–16 Strong cavity
emission also occurs even when the QD emitter is not in reso-
nance with the cavity,9 and several cavity-feeding mechanisms
have been proposed10,11 for this phenomenon, including the
intermediation by acoustic phonons.17 Simultaneous coupling
of more than one QD to the same cavity mode (CM) is
also possible when there is sufficient spectral and spatial
overlap.18–21 In principle, even under nonresonant conditions,
the coupling between multiple QDs and the cavity could
allowthe storage and retrieval of information on the coupled
system through different spectral channels, opening the way to
transferring quantum information via photons between remote
nodes of a solid-state-based network. Preliminary steps in this
direction, as cavity-mediated QD coupling between two QDs
coupled to the same cavity, have been reported for p-state
excitation by Gallardo et al.20 and for s-state excitation by
Majumdar et al.21 Also, dressing of a QD state by a laser field
and readout of the dressed spectral distribution by the cavity
emission have been reported by Majumdar et al.22
In this work we study a system of two distant InAs/GaAs
QDs weakly coupled to a common CM under coherent
bichromatic excitation. We show that dressing of one of the
QDs by the laser field can be effectively read out by the
optical emission of a second QD, in addition to the cavity
emission. This result is a significant advance over previous
work22 in the use of QDs for solid-state quantum networks, as
it demonstrates the feasibility of information transfer between
distant QDs coupled to a common cavity, bringing closer the
use of QD/cavity pairs as nodes of a network for quantum
information processing. Upon simultaneous pumping of the
system by two continuous-wave lasers, dressed states are
created. One (fixed laser) is in resonance with the s state of one
of the QDs, while the other laser (variable laser) continuously
scans across a small energy range around the frequency of the
fixed laser. Because the intensities of both (fixed and variable)
lasers are comparable, the variable laser cannot be treated as
a linear perturbation of the fixed one; i.e., our measurement is
not a typical pump-probe experiment. The spectral distribution
of the dressed states in the QD excited by the laser field
determines the population of the excited state of the other
QD, which is measured by the intensity variation of its optical
emission as well as of the cavity emission as a function of the
detuning of the variable laser. Information on the dressed states
of one QD is, therefore, obtained from the emission intensity
of the other QD, also weakly coupled to the same CM. The
excitation and detection ports are interchangeable. Indeed we
show that the cavity-mediated intertalk between QDs operates
in both directions: up-conversion (UC) for excitation at an
energy lower than that of detection and down-conversion
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Energy level diagram of the system for a
down-conversion process in solid lines. Coherent pumping processes
shown by the two left-hand (red) arrows, labeled  and 0; dissipative
processes, by right-hand (blue) arrows, labeled 10, 20, r√nph, and
r
√
nph + 1. Under ideal resonant conditions ωL0 coincides with ω2.
(DC) for excitation the opposite way. The coupling requires
the exchange (emission for DC or absorption for UC) of
acoustic phonons. The dependence of measurable properties
on both fixed and variable laser frequencies and intensities are
described by a master equation for the dynamics of the system
density matrix ρ. The experimental results can be successfully
fitted by the calculated intensity distributions, thus giving a
good understanding of the physics behind the experiments.
II. THEORY
In this section we develop a theoretical model describing
the optical emission properties of our two-QDs simultaneously
coupled to a photonic crystal microcavity (PCM), under
bichromatic resonant excitation. To this end, we consider a
three-level system (Fig. 1) formed by (i) a ground state labeled
|0〉; (ii) a state labeled |2〉, to which lasers excite one of
the QDs; and (iii) a state labeled |1〉, corresponding to the
excitation of either the CM or the other QD, from which the
system decays to |0〉 emitting photons.
Transitions between state |2〉 and state |1〉 are nonradiative.
We study the dynamics of this three-level system upon
coherent excitation by two lasers in order to calculate the total
intensity of the transition from |1〉 to |0〉 (i.e., the population
of level |1〉) as a function of the pumping frequencies
and intensities. No distinction is made whether state |1〉
corresponds to a QD or the CM. In the latter case, we consider
that its population is low enough to be treated as a singly
occupied level, as in the case of a QD state. This is a valid
approximation since, as revealed by our final results, the decay
from |1〉 to |0〉 is much faster than the nonradiative transition
from |2〉 to |1〉.
The coherent part of the dynamics is described by a
Hamiltonian (hereafter h¯ = 1):
H = ω1σ11 + ω2σ22 + (σ02eiωLt + σ20e−iωLt )
+0(σ02eiωL0 t + σ20e−iωL0 t ), (1)
where ω1 and ω2 are the energies of the excited levels
with respect to the ground state,  and 0 are the Rabi
frequencies related to the intensity of the variable and the fixed
pump laser, respectively, and ωL and ωL0 are their respective
energies (cf. Fig. 1). Operators are defined as σij ≡ |i〉〈j |. In
order to simplify the time dependence, we apply a unitary
transformation U = eiωL0 tσ22 , giving
H = ω1σ11 + δ2σ22 + (σ02e−iδ0t + σ20eiδ0t )
+0(σ02 + σ20), (2)
where δ2 ≡ ω2 − ωL0 and δ0 ≡ ωL0 − ωL. The existence of
two excitation energies implies a Hamiltonian whose time
dependence cannot be completely avoided. Apart from this
coherent part, there are several dissipative contributions to the
dynamics depicted in Fig. 1, which are described by Lindblad
terms L(σij ) = σijρσji − (σjjρ + ρσjj )/2 in a master equa-
tion. This includes the following.
(i) Radiative decay from |1〉 to |0〉: 10 L(σ01).
(ii) Radiative decay from |2〉 to |0〉: 20 L(σ02).
(iii) Nonradiative transition from |2〉 to |1〉:
r
√
nph + 1L(σ12).
(iv) Nonradiative transition from |1〉 to |2〉: r√nph L(σ21).
(v) Pure dephasing, which we consider only for the level
under coherent excitation (level |2〉): d L(σ22).
r , 20 and 10 are transition rates, nph is the phonon
population, and d is the pure dephasing rate. From the master
equation we get23–25 a set of Bloch equations for a vector
ρ ≡ (ρ22,ρ11,ρ02,ρ20) built up with relevant elements of the
density matrix ρ:
d
dt
ρ = M̂(t) ρ + P (t). (3)
The components of Eq. (3) have the form
M̂ =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
−(20 + 21) 12 −i(eitδ0 + 0) i(e−itδ0 + 0)
21 −(10 + 12) 0 0
−2i(e−itδ0 + 0) −i(e−itδ0 + 0) − 12 (20 + d + 21 − 2iδ2) 0
2i(eitδ0 + 0) i(eitδ0 + 0) −0 12 (20 + d + 21 − 2iδ2)
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ ,
where 12 = r√nph, 21 = r
√
nph + 1, and
P = [0,0,i(e−itδ0 + 0), − i(eitδ0 + 0)].
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As a time dependence e±itδ0 affects some elements of matrix
M̂(t) and vector P (t) in Eq. (3), one cannot get a steady state
ρss = −(M̂−1) P . Instead, we make a Floquet expansion,
ρ ≡
∞∑
n=0
ρneinδ0t , (4)
where ρn = [ρ(n)22 ,ρ(n)11 ,ρ(n)02 ,ρ(n)20 ].26 This allows us to separate
the matrix M into three terms, M̂ ≡ M̂0 + M̂+ + M̂−, where
M̂+ includes all the terms oscillating with eitδ0 , and M̂− all the
terms oscillating with e−itδ0 . Similarly, P is separated into P0,
P+, and P−. In this framework, the Bloch equations become
in ρn − M̂0 ρn − M̂+ ρn−1 − M̂− ρn+1
= P0δn,0 + P+δn,1 + P−δn,−1, (5)
which is a system of four equations that can be reduced to
a single iterative equation relating the variable of interest
ρ
(n)
11 (i.e., the population of the emitter) for different n’s. The
iterative equation takes the form of
anρ
(n)
11 + bnρ(n−1)11 + cnρ(n+1)11 = dn, (6)
where the coefficients an, bn, cn, and dn are given by
an ≡ 10 + inδ0 + 12
21
(inδ0 + 20 + 21) − 12
− i0(F−n + F+n ) − iG−n−1 − iG+n+1,
bn ≡ −i(0G+n + F−n−1),
cn ≡ −i(0G−n + F+n+1),
dn ≡ −iδn,0(0C−n + 0C+n + D−n−1 + D+n+1)
− iδn,1(0D+n C−n−1)
− iδn,−1(0D−n + C+n+1),
where
F±n ≡
[
inδ + 1
2
(20 + 21 + d ± 2iδ2)
]−1
× i0
(
1 + 210 + inδ0 + 12
21
)
,
G±n ≡
[
inδ + 1
2
(20 + 21 + d ± 2iδ2)
]−1
× i
(
1 + 210 + i(n ∓ 1)δ0 + 12
21
)
,
C±n ≡
[
inδ + 1
2
(20 + 21 + d ± 2iδ2)
]−1
i0,
D±n ≡
[
inδ + 1
2
(20 + 21 + d ± 2iδ2)
]−1
i.
In order to solve this recurrence, we define vectors ρ11 ≡
[ρ(−nS )11 , . . . ,ρ(0)11 , . . . ,ρ(nS )11 ] and d ≡ [d−nS , . . . ,d0, . . . ,dnS ],
where nS is the number of Floquet satellites we include in
the calculation. Then the solution of Eq. (6) takes the form
ρ11 = K̂−1 d, where the elements of matrix K̂ are
Knm = anδnm + bnδm,n−1 + cnδm,n+1. (7)
Following this approach, the number of satellites included
in the expansion is given by the dimension of matrix K̂ . In
all cases we have studied, we get convergence of the Floquet
expansion for nS = 3.
III. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
The measurements were performed on two self-assembled
InAs QDs, embedded in a PCM [cf. Fig. 2(a)]. QDs were grown
by molecular beam epitaxy inside a 158-nm-thick GaAs slab
on top of a 500-nm-thick AlGaAs sacrificial layer. The QD
average height and lateral size are 2 and 50 nm, respectively.
The photonic crystal consists of a triangular lattice of air
holes of 140-nm diameter with a 230-nm pitch, patterned
by e-beam lithography and dry etching. An air-suspended
membrane was realized by etching of the sacrificial layer.
The H1 “calzone” cavity, with a quality factor of about 4000,
is formed by removing the central hole and modifying the
nearest-neighbor holes around the cavity center. Previous
microphotoluminescence (μPL) measurements show that the
QDs are located at 0.5 ± 0.15 and 0.9 ± 0.15 nm away from
the CM center almost in opposite directions,20 so that the
distance between QDs is about 1.4 μm, as shown in Fig. 2(a).
Measurements of the exciton spontaneous decay rates of QDa
and QDb as a function of detuning with the CM confirm the
existence of Purcell effect and reveal coupling strengths to the
cavity of 75 and 80 μeV, respectively.20
OurμPL measurements were carried out using two spatially
overlapped Ti-sapphire continuous-wave lasers as fixed and
variable excitation sources. The fixed laser was set at the
emission line of one of the QDs and the variable laser was
scanned across the same emission line, while the emission
intensities of the other QD and the CM were recorded. The two
laser beams were spatially overlapped onto a 1.5-μm Gaussian
spot using a 50× microscope objective of numerical aperture
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FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) Sketch of the multi-QD/PCM system
showing the spatial position of the two QDs under investigation (QDa
and QDb) with respect to the cavity center. The color intensity plot
superimposed on the device structure represents the electric-field
pattern of the fundamental cavity mode (CM) (calculated using a
finite-difference time-domain method). Two-laser excitation (variable
and fixed laser) resonant with the QDb transition results in dressed
states, which are detected through the emission of QDa. Excitation
and detection are interchangeable. Photoluminescence (PL) spectra
for two temperatures showing the emission energies of QDa, QDb,
and CM for (b) up-conversion (UC) and (c) down-conversion (DC).
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NA = 0.5, aligned with the center of the PCM. Optical
emission, collected by the same objective, was dispersed by
a double-grating monochromator of 0.85-m focal length and
detected by a liquid-nitrogen-cooled charge-coupled camera
(CCD). The QD approximate locations were determined
by maximizing their emission intensities under nonresonant
excitation upon in-plane displacement of the microscope
objective in 14-nm steps. Measurements were performed in
cross-polarized excitation and detection configuration. Partial
closing of the intermediate slits of the monochromator allowed
the detection of light emitted in a 1-meV range as close as
0.5 meV from the laser excitation. In this way, the emission
intensity of CM and QDa (CM and QDb) are recorded
simultaneously in the DC (UC) measurements, corresponding
to the gray areas in Fig. 2. The energy difference between
the lowest CM and the emission lines of the two QDs was
controlled either by temperature or by deposition of Xe films
on the PCM.20 The detuning between the two QDs was
approximately 2 meV, keeping the CM energy between the
QDa and the QDb emission lines.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Typical PL emission spectra of the coupled QD-cavity
system under nonresonant excitation (1.41 eV) are shown in
Figs. 2(b) and 2(c) for two temperatures, which determine the
energy differences between the CM and the emission from the
two QDs. Since the emission spectra detected under resonant
excitation for both UC and DC experimental configurations
(not shown) are similar to those shown by the shaded (gray)
areas in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c), respectively, the integrated
emission intensities of each peak were easily extracted by
fitting the recorded spectra to two Gaussians.
Resonant excitation of any of the two QDs produces dressed
states due to coherent coupling of the QD to the laser field.
We show now that the population of the dressed states of one
of the QDs can be read out through the optical emission of the
other QD.
The emission intensity of QDb recorded for simultaneous
two-laser excitation, as explained in the previous section, is
plotted in Fig. 3(a) as a function of the variable laser detuning
with respect to the QDa transition. The fixed laser resonantly
exciting QDa has a power intensity of 250 μW, while the
variable laser is scanned across the QDa emission energy with a
power of 530 μW. The measurement is performed in the energy
configuration shown in Fig. 2(b). This UC process requires the
absorption of acoustic phonons with an energy around 2 meV.
The integrated emission of the CM is shown in Fig. 3(b) under
the same excitation conditions as in Fig. 3(a). Similarly, the
integrated emission intensities of QDa and CM are shown in
Figs. 3(c) and 3(d), respectively, as a function of the variable
laser detuning with respect to the QDb transition (DC process).
The “double-peak” shape of the QDb integrated emission
intensity in Fig. 3(a) is a consequence of the dressed structure
of QDa. The first step in our experiment is the excitation by two
lasers (variable and fixed) of QDa, which dresses its quantum
states. The second step is a nonradiative transition to state
|1〉, which produces a population of this state measured in the
third step (photon emission). This double peak is reminiscent
of a similar double feature already observed in absorption
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Integrated PL peak area of (a) QDb and (b)
CM as a function of detuning of the variable laser with respect to the
transition energy of QDa. The same for QDb excitation and (c) QDa
and (d) CM detection.
experiments involving states dressed under the action of two
lasers.27,28 The physical origin of this double structure is
similar to that of the Mollow triplet observed in fluorescence
experiments except that, in this case, the central feature of the
triplet disappears due to a perfect cancellation of absorption
and stimulated emission processes.29 The same spectral shape
is obtained when recording the integrated intensity of the CM
[Fig. 3(b)] under the same excitation conditions, as reported in
Ref. 22. We get an excellent fitting with our model as shown
by the solid lines in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). Fitting parameters are
given in the first two rows in Table I. The main difference in
fitting parameters between Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b) is the overall
intensity F, as well as r , which is weaker in the case of QDb
readout. The rest of the parameters have values with moderate
changes within the fitting uncertainty. In particular, the small
asymmetry change between Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b) is due to
a slight accidental detuning of the fixed laser with respect to
the QDa emission22 (δ2 in our model). This detuning is of the
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Integrated PL peak area of the CM as a
function of detuning of the variable laser with respect to the transition
energy of (a) QDa and (b) QDb.
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TABLE I. Parameters used for the fittings in Figs. 3(a), 3(b), and 4(a). Note that data in Fig. 3(b) and Fig. 4(a) third panel are the same.
0 10 20 r
√
n d δ2
(μeV) /0 (μeV) (μeV) (μeV) (μeV) (μeV) F Fig. No.(s.)
QDb 15.4 2.12 108 7.0 0.08 616 −9 1369 3(a)
CM 15.4 2.12 103 7.1 0.15 437 20.8 7000 3(b), 4(a)
CM 20.0 1.7 105 7.1 0.30 281 18.2 4400 4(a)
CM 23.5 1.4 101 7.1 0.38 187 −27.8 2500 4(a)
order of 30 μeV, i.e. one order of magnitude smaller than the
width of the QD PL emission (cf. Fig. 2).
The behavior of the total emitted intensity in the DC
process [Figs. 3(c) and 3(d)] is qualitatively similar to the UC
case, although fits by the model are not numerically stable,
thus reducing their reliability. The reason probably lies in
the weaker and noisier signal in the DC spectra compared
to that in the UC ones. This prevents an overall fitting of
all experimental data with common parameters. Nevertheless,
Fig. 3(c) indicates that the spectral distribution of the dressed
states of the excited QDb is translated to the energy dependence
of the integrated emission intensity of the “detector” QDa.
Our model also describes the dependence of the dressed-
state spectral distribution on the excitation power of both fixed
and variable lasers. It must be emphasized that we do not
expect a square root dependence of the splitting on the fixed
laser power, because both fixed and variable laser intensities
are comparable. Instead, the energy distribution of the dressed-
state population depends on the combined action of the two
lasers in a nontrivial way.
Figure 4 shows power-dependent measurements of the
cavity emission, as it is stronger than that of the QDs.
The integrated emission intensity of the CM for different
excitation intensities (Pfix ∝ 0) of the fixed laser is shown
in Fig. 4(a) for the UC case and in Fig. 4(b) for the DC
case. For excitation with the variable laser alone (bottom
panel), a single peak is obtained evidencing the cavity-QD
coupling upon excitation resonant with the s states. Its width
(205 μeV), however, is 30% higher than the width of the
non–resonantly excited QDa emission (160 μeV) shown in
Fig. 2. This broadening reflects the relaxation process between
state |2〉 and state |1〉 (cf. Fig. 1), which is absent in a
pure absorption or emission transition. The solid lines again
correspond to fits produced by our theoretical model, whose
fitting parameters are shown in Table I (rows 2 to 4). The
parameters listed in Table I correspond to a joint best fit
of spectra in Figs. 3 and 4. The decrease in the dephasing
rate with the pumping power observed in Table I suggests
that the inhomogeneous broadening in our experiment is due
not only to noise produced by phonons, but also to other
mechanisms such as the input/output coupling efficiency.30
Note that the coupling strengths 10 and 20 do not change
upon increasing 0, while r
√
nph increases significantly with
pump power. This is partially attributed to an increase in the
phonon occupation number nph.
V. SUMMARY
In summary, we demonstrate dressing of excitonic QD
states by two-color resonant excitation in a system formed
by two QDs weakly coupled to a common CM. The spectral
distribution of the dressed states of any of the QDs is efficiently
read out by the integrated emission intensity of the other QD,
which is spatially separated by 1.4 μm from the excited one,
as well as by the cavity emission intensity. The experimental
results are explained by a theoretical model describing the
dynamics of a three-level system coherently excited by the two
lasers. The efficient excitation and detection through different
spectral channels, which are interchangeable, demonstrates the
feasibility of the use of QDs as nodes in an integrated quantum
network based on coupled multiple QD-cavity systems, even
when the two QDs are not identical.
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